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Abstract. [Purpose] The purpose of this study was to evaluate the lower limb muscle strength of the commu-
nity-dwelling elderly, with or without cognitive decline, using isometric knee extension strength (IKES) and the 
30-second chair stand test (CS-30). [Subjects] A total of 306 community-dwelling elderly participated in this study. 
Assessment items were the CS-30, IKES, Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), and Trail-Making Test Part A 
(TMT-A). [Methods] Participants were divided into three groups according to their MMSE score: cognitive impair-
ment (MMSE ≤ 24), cognitive decline (MMSE 25 to 27), and normal (MMSE ≥ 28). We compared IKES and CS-30 
among the three groups. [Results] IKES was not significantly different among the three groups. However, the CS-30 
was significantly different among the three groups. Upon further analysis the CS-30 score of each group, when ad-
justed for age and TMT-A, did not indicate a significant difference. [Conclusion] These results suggest that the lower 
limb muscle strength of the elderly does not differ with cognitive decline. Moreover, we suggest that when using the 
CS-30 score as an indicator of lower limb muscle strength attentional function should be taken into account.
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INTRODUCTION

Populations are aging worldwide and patients with age-
related dementia are also increasing1). Many studies have 
investigated the physical function of patients with demen-
tia2). These studies have found that patients with demen-
tia have weaker lower limb muscles than healthy elderly 
people3). However, some studies have shown no decrease 
in the lower limb muscle strength of patients with demen-
tia4). Therefore, it is not clear whether the lower limb mus-
cle strength of patients with dementia is less than that of 
healthy elderly people. The elderly with cognitive decline 
and dementia are at increased risk of falls compared to the 
cognitively normal elderly5). Lower limb muscle weakness 
has also been identified as a major risk factor contributing 
to falls by the elderly6). Therefore, the assessment of lower 
limb muscle strength is important among the elderly with 
cognitive decline and dementia.

Isometric knee extension strength (IKES) is often used 
to assess lower limb muscle strength in a research setting7). 

However, it is difficult to assess IKES in a clinical setting 
because special equipment is needed (e.g. a hand-held dy-
namometer [HHD]). On the other hand, the 30-second chair 
stand test (CS-30) uses only a chair and does not require 
a specific assessment setting, instrument, or technique. 
Therefore, the CS-30 is a popular method of assessing low-
er limb muscle strength in a clinical setting8). The CS-30 
was designed by Jones et al.9), and its test-retest reliability 
and criterion-related and construct validity have been veri-
fied9, 10). Nakatani et al.11) adapted the CS-30 for Japanese 
people and validated the reliability and validity. In these 
studies, the CS-30 score was correlated with IKES9–11). 
Therefore, the CS-30 score is thought to reflect lower limb 
muscle strength. Recent studies12) have found that the CS-
30 score is affected by attentional function. This indicates 
that CS-30 scores are not only an indication of lower limb 
muscle strength but also of cognitive functions.

This study aimed to evaluate lower limb muscle strength 
among the community-dwelling elderly with or without 
cognitive decline, using IKES and the CS-30.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

A total of 306 community-dwelling elderly (161 men and 
145 women, mean age: 73.6, SD: 6.6) participated in this 
study. All participants were healthy and without a medical 
history, such as stroke or rheumatoid arthritis, that would 
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have impaired their activities of daily living. Participants 
demonstrated independence in activities of daily living and 
participated in the study by walking or using public trans-
portation to the research site. All participants volunteered 
for the study and gave their written informed consent to the 
use of all of the data. This study was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Nishikyushu University (approval No. 216).

Assessment items were the CS-30, IKES, general cogni-
tive function, and attentional function. The CS-30 was per-
formed using the method standardized by Jones et al9). Each 
participant was required to sit and then stand from a fixed 
chair as many times as possible in 30 seconds while keeping 
their arms folded across the chest. The number of times that 
the participant succeeded in standing upright in 30 seconds 
was recorded as the outcome variable.

IKES was assessed with an HHD (μ-Tas F1, ANIMA Co. 
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)7). Participants were instructed to sit with 
their knees at 90 degrees of flexion. The HHD was attached 
by a strap to the leg just above the ankle. Participants were 
asked to push as hard as possible into the HHD and were 
given one trial per leg. The peak forces of both lower limbs 
were recorded and the mean was calculated. The value was 
then normalized to body weight because muscle strength is 
known to correlate with body weight13).

General cognitive function was assessed using the Mini-
Mental State Examination (MMSE). The MMSE comprises 
11 major items which are scored, with a maximum possible 
total score of 30 points. Participants were divided into three 
groups according to their MMSE score14, 15): cognitive im-
pairment (CI; MMSE ≤ 24), cognitive decline (CD; MMSE 
25 to 27), or normal (NO; MMSE ≥ 28).

Attentional function was assessed with the Trail-Making 
Test Part A (TMT-A)16). The TMT-A consists of numbers 
1 to 25 scattered on a sheet of paper and participants must 
draw a line through consecutive numbers. The time re-
quired to complete the TMT-A task was measured for each 
participant.

The statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS 
Statistics 19 (SPSS, Inc., an IBM Company, Tokyo, Japan). 
The level of statistical significance was chosen as 0.05. The 
correlations between the CS-30 and IKES in each group 
and all participants were assessed using the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient. Analysis of covariance and the Bonferro-
ni post hoc test were used to compare the CS-30 and IKES 

among groups using age as a covariate. Attentional function 
(TMT-A) is also known to influence the CS-3012), and it was 
included in further analysis of covariance as a covariate.

RESULTS

The general cognitive function classification of the par-
ticipants and measurement outcomes are listed in Table 1. 
The correlation between the CS-30 and IKES was signif-
icant in each group and for all participants (CI: r = 0.51; 
CD: r = 0.36; NO: r = 0.44; all participants: r = 0.45, p < 
0.01). IKES was not significantly different among the three 
groups (F = 2.79, p = 0.63). However, the CS-30 was signifi-
cantly different among the three groups (F = 8.96, p < 0.01). 
The post hoc test indicated that the CS-30 score of CI group 
was significantly lower than those of the other two groups 
(p < 0.01). The results of further analysis, in which the CS-
30 scores of each group were adjusted for age and TMT-A, 
did not indicate a significant difference (F = 2.27, p = 0.11).

DISCUSSION

We examined the lower limb muscle strength of the com-
munity-dwelling elderly by testing IKES and administering 
the CS-30. We divided participants into three groups based 
on cognitive function and compared the IKES and CS-30 
results among the three groups. IKES was not significantly 
different, but the CS-30 showed a significant difference. 
However, further analysis of covariance using attentional 
function as the covariate revealed that there was no signifi-
cant difference in the CS-30 scores among the three groups. 
These results suggest that the lower limb muscle strength of 
the elderly does not differ, irrespective of cognitive decline. 
Moreover, we suggest that when using the CS-30 score as an 
indicator of lower limb muscle strength attentional function 
should be taken into account.

The CS-30 may reflect lower limb muscle strength9–11). 
The correlation between the CS-30 and IKES found in the 
present study was similar to a previous CS-30 study of Japa-
nese people (r = 0.43)11). It suggests that the CS-30 score 
reasonably indicates the lower limb muscle strength of 
community-dwelling elderly Japanese. A comparison of the 
CS-30 scores and IKES of the three groups revealed differ-
ent results. IKES was not significantly different, but the CS-
30 score was significantly different among the three groups. 

Table 1.  The classification of participants and measurement data

Cognitive  
impairment (a)

Cognitive 
decline (b) Normal (c)

Post hoc test1 Post hoc test2

n 22 84 200
Age, year 76.0±5.8 74.8±7.1 72.8±6.4
IKES, kg/BW 0.34±0.13 0.39±0.10 0.41±0.13 N.S.
CS-30, times 15.1±6.2 19.4±5.4 21.1±5.7 a<b*, a<c* N.S.
MMSE score 22.6±1.5 26.2±0.8 29.2±0.8
TMT-A, sec 167.0±64.8 110.1±43.6 94.6±27.6

Values are expressed as means ± SD. N.S.: not significant, *: p < 0.01 IKES: Isometric knee extension 
strength; CS-30: 30-second chair stand test; MMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination; TMT-A: Trail-
Making Test Part A. 1: Adjusted for age. 2: Adjusted for age and TMT-A.
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The CS-30 score of the cognitive impairment group was 
lower than those of the other two groups. Further analysis of 
the CS-30, adjusting for attentional function, revealed that 
there was no significant difference among the three groups. 
Therefore, the results of this study suggest that lower limb 
muscle strength does not differ among the elderly irrespec-
tive of cognitive decline. These findings contrast with the 
findings of another study17), which found that people with 
cognitive impairment have impaired motor function and 
lower limb function. However, Eggermont et al.4) did not 
find a significant difference in lower limb muscle strength 
among no cognitive impairment, mild cognitive impair-
ment, and Alzheimer disease groups. Therefore, the results 
of our study support the results of Eggermont et al4). The 
basis of the association between muscle strength and cogni-
tive decline is still unknown18). In this study, we intended 
to show that community-dwelling elderly with poor cogni-
tive function could maintain independence in activities of 
daily living. Their physical function might not differ. Con-
sequently, we suggest that the lower limb muscle strength 
of the cognitive impairment group was maintained despite 
their lower cognitive function.

It should be noted that the result of comparing the CS-30 
score was different when attentional function was included 
as a covariate. The CS-30 score is thought to indicate lower 
limb muscle strength19). The current study showed a cor-
relation between the CS-30 score and IKES. However, the 
correlation coefficient was not high. This suggests that the 
CS-30 score may be dependent on another variable. A pre-
vious study12) verified that the CS-30 score is affected by 
age, muscle endurance, and attentional function. The CS-
30 is a convenient and simple method for assessing lower 
limb muscle strength in a clinical setting. The CS-30 re-
quires each participant to complete a sit-to-stand cycle as 
many times as possible in 30 seconds. This suggests that 
sustained attentional function is required to repeat the task 
with effort over the 30 seconds. Therefore, it is possible 
that participants who have lower attentional function would 
score lower on the CS-30 despite there being no significant 
decline in their lower limb muscle strength. We advocate 
that the CS-30 score should be considered together with the 
effect of attentional function level of a subject.

This study had some limitations. First, participants 
in this study were community-dwelling elderly without a 
previous diagnosis of dementia. Therefore, it is uncertain 
whether lower limb muscle strength was not really different 
in each cognitive function group. Second, we did not assess 
each participant’s level of physical activity, and therefore 
cannot explain why lower limb muscle strength was not dif-
ferent among the groups. Further research among the el-
derly may reveal a correlation between lower limb muscle 
strength and cognitive function. Third, we did not examine 

gender differences because there was a shortage of partici-
pants. Gender differences may be revealed by analyzing 
more participants including those with dementia.
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